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 Abstract-- Cloud computing has been contemplated as the architecture of various Business organizations, providing easy access to vast data 

storage and applications services. Most of the cloud service providers encrypt the data only on the network , while some even store the data in 

encrypted format. This means anyone with access to the cloud servers (cloud service providers) can appropriate it. Even if the data is encrypted 

during storage, keys are often stored along with your data .Thus an end-to-end encryption scheme has been proposed as a promising solution to 

data storage on cloud ,in order to perform computations on the  encrypted data and thereby store the key securely. Somewhat Homomorphic 

Encryption is a fully homomorphic encryption technique which is compact, semantically secure with significantly smaller public key and is 

capable of encrypting integer plaintexts rather than single bits, with comparatively lower expansion and computational complexities.  
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I.  Introduction 

     Cloud Computing has the potential to revolutionize a 

large part of the IT industry, making software even more 

service-effective and transforming the way computer 

hardware is designed and purchased. But there are many 

security issues related with storage on cloud. Security issues 

for cloud computing are as given below: 

 

Availability – Data availability is one of the significant 

issues of organizations for which safety is topmost priority. 

Availability concerns also extend to the want to drift to 

another Cloud service provider. 

 

Data Security – Data security risk is mainly  from loss of 

physical, public and rational control of data. Other risks 

included in 
[12]

 are data leakage and breach, distributed 

denial of service and loss of cryptographic keys. The 

inability to fully differentiate data or segregate clients can 

lead to exposure of confidential data . Data containing 

 medical details of clients, data of defence organisations can 

raise issues about authorization, authentication and access 

controls. 

 

Third-Party Control – This is probably the significant 

reason of concern in the cloud. With the growing value of 

corporate information, third party access can lead to a 

possible loss of intellectual property and trade secrets. Also 

there is a problem that a cloud service provider abuses 

admission rights to client information. The fear of corporate 

spying and data clash also roots from third party control. . A 

situation can also arise in which the user becomes confined 

to a particular seller. 

 

Privacy and Legal Issues – Data in the cloud which is 

usually distributed worldwide raises concerns about 

jurisdiction, data exposure and confidentiality .
[11] 

 

Normally in Encryption Techniques, the data is converted 

into cipher text which is not easily understood by 

unauthorized people and is stored either in plaintext or 

cipher text form on the cloud based on the encryption 

technique used & decryption converts the cipher text back 

into its original plaintext. For every query fired, the required 

data is first sent to the user machine from the cloud where 

decryption takes place and then computations are performed 

and then again encryption has to be performed to store the 

data back on cloud. This procedure is explained in Figure 1: 

 
Figure 1: Existing System for Encryption on Cloud 

     The best way to secure cloud storage therefore would be 

to use homomorphic encryption technique. Homomorphic 
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Encryption technique allows processing on data in its 

encrypted format. This means, instead of decrypting the 

data every time to perform a query, this technique will 

allow to perform query on the encrypted data itself and then 

the results can be decrypted by the user. In this way, the 

data remains encrypted during transfer, storage and 

computation as well.
[4] 

     Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption (SHE) technique 

is a fully homomorphic encryption technique. A partially 

homomorphic technique includes only one kind of 

operation, addition or multiplication while fully 

homomorphic technique includes multiple types of 

operations. 

Figure 2: Proposed System for Encryption on Cloud 

II.  SHE Algorithm 

 

     The  soft-oh  notation  f(n) = Õ(g(n))  is  used  to  

represent f(n) = O(g(n)lgkg(n)) for some k, ignoring the 

logarithmic factors and any other smaller additive 

complexities. The parameter p is used to denote the size of  

the plaintext integer to be encrypted, which may be taken 

as O(n). In view of the correctness, homomorphism and 

security of the scheme, the suggested theoretical parameter 

setting is : 

 

m= Õ(n)   = size of the plaintext 

p = Õ(n
3
)  = size of the primary secret key integer P, 

r  = Õ(n
2
)  = size of the secondary secret key integer R, 

g  = Õ(n
4
) = size of the public key integers X1, 

s  = 3n      = size of the noise integer N used for encryption, 

r‟=  n   = size of the noise integer R’ used to obtain the     

       public key integers. 

     With this, the public key homomorphic encryption 

scheme over larger message space contains four steps as 

follows: 

 

KeyGen (): 

Choose a p-bit integer P, which is random odd , as primary 

secret key. Choose a r-bit random prime integers r. Choose 

two g-bit random integers Q0, Q1. Choose a r‟-bit random 

integers R‟. Compute X0 = PQ0, X1= PQ1 + RR1.Output 

secret key, sk = (p, r) and public key, pk = (X0 , X1). 

 

Encrypt (pk, m): 

Choose a m-plaintext integer M to be encrypted. Choose  a 

s-bit  random integer N1 & N2 .Compute X2 = [N1X1] mod 

X0. Compute the cipher text as C = (M + N2X2 )mod X0. 

Output the cipher text C. 

 

Decrypt (sk , C):  

Compute M = (C mod P) mod R and output M. 

 

Evaluate (pk, f, (c1…ck)): 

Let, f is the multivariate polynomial with k variables. 

Given k cipher texts (C1…Ck) corresponding to the 

plaintext integers (M1…Mk),compute f over them 

performing each addition and multiplication operations in f 

modulo X0, and output the resulting ciphertext c. i.e.,for 

any two ciphertexts C1, C2 each multiplication and addition 

in f are performed as,mul (C1, C2) = (C1C2) mod X0 and add 

(C1, C2) = (C1 + C2) mod X0.The resulting ciphertext C is 

decrypted using Decrypt algorithm.
[3] 

 

Example computation: 

Let us consider the scheme with a numerical example      

corresponding to the security parameter n = 5. It is to be   

noted that for the convenience in calculation and to show 

the homomorphic property of the scheme, we take s = n 

instead of 3n as specified in the scheme (only for this 

example). 

 p = 5, e'= 25, e = 125, s = 5, r‟ = 5, and g = 625 

 

Let us take a 125-bit integer     

P=34191175214920477472831036883018780493   and  R   

be  a 25-bit odd integer, R=17040277. Then  the secret key 

will be  SK = (P, R).  

 

To  generate  public key , choose  two 625 -bit  random  

integers,  

Q0=780572084621468894028400854843588072274209568

576121055743777927369883626879598724499981419213

958226038096228531629806618667644527957415194826

56871056277432921710499781579113120408005421913, 

and  

 

Q1=107610478328724898975850607130778152823242957

772389450663608064463097014877310584834528557688

643919244723409060318742049188293362309665814314

088351459113515618519820486012850130165138034161.

Choose  a R‟ 5-bit random integer „11‟.   
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Compute,   

X0=PQ0=26688676913168376841590675876861695931783

108180815590236065652617010964737024145478054320

634904280569914868891604457035017917930703642551

255685034770709195128965780565195009574841750844

63864411078369492220913710120149199143109 ,  and  

 

X1=PQ1+RR‟=367932871949883593122992101957992355

848853263887870029867975450518998054347360627981

572729868609704413507165269667545388494076539150

924715896409003206661698763610899502791486984760

3810784518211914786968437945520423857781864420.  

Public key PK = (X0, X1) 

 

EncryptL: Consider two 5-bit, signed, plaintext integers, say 

M1 = 14, M2 = 15. To encrypt M1, we choose N1 = 13, which 

is a 5-bit random integer,and get  

X2=[N1X1]X0=246052260109862647528482426387412317

631964039803660048152519911855110701221583432491

210980358198460490065436932920394097376946789342

787593186861130666038912002758997453137703078787

3104313041766559949221937758693467614778804607. 

Now, choose N2 = 14, a 5-bit random even integer. Then, we 

get  

C1=[M+N2X2]X0=242090411957871844407872864200368

935033523575553369845807400451930234048659270597

510435248826264778471131850068350673161127103366

361920153933851656839441352562732296520526694122

012244681621179889885520047765718710481651354720

4 . 

Similarly, to encrypt M2,choose a 5-bit random integer N1 = 

13, and get  

X2=[N1X1]X0=246052260109862647528482426387412317

631964039803660048152519911855110701221583432491

210980358198460490065436932920394097376946789342

787593186861130666038912002758997453137703078787

3104313041766559949221937758693467614778804607,  

Again, choose a 5-bit  random even  integer N2 = 14, and  

compute  

C2=[M+N2X2]X0=242090411957871844407872864200368

935033523575553369845807400451930234048659270597

510435248826264778471131850068350673161127103366

361920153933851656839441352562732296520526694122

012244681621179889885520047765718710481651354720

5 

DecryptL : To decrypt compute (C1 mod P) mod R =14. 

Similarly, (C2 mod P) mod R =15. 

EvaluateL: Consider the function, f (x,y) = x
3
 + xy + y

3
. 

Now, we take x = M1 = 14, and y = M2 = 15. The plaintext 

resulting from the evaluation of the circuit with these values 

is,M = f (M1, M2) = f (14,15) = (-14)3 + (14 × 15) + 15
3
 = 

6329. 

 

Now, evaluation of the circuit over the ciphertexts C1 and 

C2 gives,  

C=f(C1,C2)=1087549790066933934307026398344412004 

8889071951391892531500712240797310012548631943827

8746066532339474985095606021959445251991230029044

9540476594634888988899791400578017264566426681673

535567834417897279355541036027193401926029. 

 

Decrypting the cipher text we get the value of evaluated 

function as, M=6329. 

 

III. Key Management Protocol 

     The somewhat homomorphic encryption technique uses 

both the public and the private keys for the encryption and 

decryption respectively. Inorder to be able to do so, the user 

needs to store the key because it is practically not possible to 

remember the 64-bit key. Thus, the key has to be stored in a 

way that the attacker does not get access to them and 

thereby be able to view the user data. Inorder to launch any 

attack on the user data, the attacker needs to know the key to 

be able to decrypt the data and obtain it in the plaintext 

format. Although the attacker manages to get the public key, 

it should not be able to obtain the private key and thus we 

have to make use of the key management protocol. 

The  Key  Management  Protocol  functions as given 

below: 

 

The SHE algorithm runs on the user machine for the 

encryption and decryption of the data. While a user creates 

an account, a private key is generated for that particular user 

which will then be used for any further computations. Inorder 

to perform computations this private key is mapped with the 

password of the user which is obtained on every login and 

thus it is used for the purpose of decryption whereas 

encryption is done using the public key which varies every 

time. This private key is stored with the key management 

server in an encrypted format. ElGamal encryption scheme 

can be used for the purpose of encrypting the keys
[7]

 . This 

method therefore helps in storing the keys securely but this 

security of key could be hampered if the attacker manages to 

obtain the file where the passwords are stored and therefore it 

is mandatory to store passwords in a way which will not 

allow the user to launch any attack. Also with the use of the 

hashing function using SHA technique
[14]

 to hash the 

passwords and using salt along with the hash function to 

increase the noise, dictionary attack on the  passwords  can  

be avoided. 
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Let p be a given password. Then we generate a random salt 

value  s  and  compute  y = h(p, s) and store the pair (s, y) in  

the  password file. Note that the salt s is not secret. To verify 

an  entered  password  z ,we retrieve (s, y) from the password 

file, compute h(z, s), and compare this result with the stored 

value  y. 
[16]

 It  is  known  that  hashing  is  irreversible, and  

it is not  possible for the  attacker  to obtain the password; 

which indirectly keeps the key safe. With the help of hash 

function, it becomes mandatory for user to remember the 

password or  atleast  try to  remember  it with the help of the 

password hint,  without  which  the  user  will not be able to 

access the account and also  all the data stored in it. This is a 

limitation in  the  key  management  protocol which does not 

allow the password to be changed and also provides no space 

for the user to forget the password. 

     The HKM protocol has a minimalistic and simple  

design. This has several advantages: 

- It decreases the probability of execution mistakes. 

- It allows clean modelling of protection and makes the   

method open to to analysis. 

- It opens up the likelihood for improving the protocol  with 

stronger security assurances. 

 

IV. Conclusion 

     Thus  Somewhat  Homomorphic Encryption can be  used  

with  key management  protocol  which  will  make the    

algorithm more secure. It will be very difficult  to 

crack  the  contents  even if the attackers get  access  to  the 

cloud  or the files where the keys are stored. Also, the 

proposed  method makes the processing of the encrypted 

data  practical  for  suitable  applications.  It   will   be  

possible  to  achieve functionally loaded,  usable  and  

proficient  computations  on  the  encrypted  data   without   

hampering  the  assurance  of  privacy. Thus, scope and 

promises of   homomorphic cryptography  in cloud 

computing  environments  cannot  be ignored. Researchers  

 all over the  world are taking great interest in recent years to 

develop homomorphisms that can be  deployed practically. 
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